“I Think One of My Students Plagiarized Your
Angel Article!”
I am an English teacher checking research papers and I have a wonderful one on angels. It
talks about Sue Bohlin dropping her baby boy and him almost hitting the wall. It goes on to
say angels are non-bodily creatures in which their response to God’s love did not need time
nor reflection to grow and mature.
Trouble is, I don’t think this girl has ever used the word “nor” or “non-bodily”… I really don’t think
she wrote it. Does anything here sound familiar? It also talks about Myra and the ministry of Teen
Challenge in Philadelphia…it quotes Shakespeare and Isaac Watts.
I imagine you are busy, but I would like this girl to write her own paper, not use someone
else’s works. I appreciate your time!
Response #1:
Boy, what an interesting e-mail! Your student produced a paper with some interesting concepts
that are new and intriguing to me, as well as some anecdotes that I did indeed write. Check out my
article on angels here.
Now maybe I’ll do an AltaVista search to find the other source article that talks about the “nonbodily” (huh?) creatures. . . <smile>
So let me know how this plays out, will you?
Sue (another teacher)
Response #2:
As soon as I sent my other e-mail, I found the web page your student lifted from:
http://geocities.com/Heartland/Pointe/4290/angels.html
Oh, they think we are so dumb and they are so crafty!!
Sue
You should have seen the look on this girl when I told her I had e-mailed the author of her
paper!!! You should see the paranoid look on all of these kids when I tell them I caught
someone plagiarizing and e-mailed the author!!!
This little girl has to have her paper rewritten by Monday and she will e-mail you an apology then.
Thanks for the help. Much of her paper came directly from your “Angels: The Good, The Bad, and
the Ugly” (which, by the way, was an interesting paper!)
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP! It made my day!!

